
Inspired by old tribal sculptures, the TRIBU collection is made 
of a fiber concrete base with a soft upholstered cushion on 
top. Characterized by a surface of architectural concrete la-
mellas, TRIBU emphasizes the fine balance between sharp 
architectural lines and a somewhat softer curve of the uphol-
stery seat. Combine several TRIBU Lounge Chairs to create a 
sofa lounge seating. Each TRIBU Lounge Chair includes two 
mounting brackets, which can be mounted underneath each 
leg and easily tightened with a screw.

The TRIBU Collection comprises a chair, bench, and stool 
cast in lightweight fiber concrete for increased mobility. The 
product is hand painted to create a unique surface texture 
with delicate colour variations.

Each product is complemented by a soft cushion, meticu-
lously upholstered for added comfort. The Tribu lounge chair 
features a cushion crafted in Taupe-colored Sunproof fabric. 
This particular fabric boasts high resistance to stains, water, 
and sunlight, ensuring that maintenance is effortless, and 
the appearance remains fresh. Additionally, the cushions 
for the bench and stool are beautifully finished in an elegant 
off-white linen, enhancing their aesthetic appeal. 

Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl.

Product no: 233001

Type: Lounge Chair - Indoor

Designer / Year of design: 
Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl, 2022

Colour:  Taupe
Material: Sunproof fabric 

Care instructions: Sunproof fabric is carefully processed and has 
gone through a special treatment to reduce the fabric absorption in 
terms of soil and stains. The fabric is water repellent and is protected 
by an invisible shield around each of its fiber for keeping the fabric 
dry and clean. Sunproof fabric is resistant to UV damage and fading. 

Remove stains by using a brush or wet cloth.
Vacuum clean to remove loose dirt.
Use a gentle cleaning solution.
Rinse off any remaining soap or cleaning agents.

Dimensions: L61 / W88 / H72 CM
Weight capacity: 150 Kgs

Country of origin: CN
Product weight: 35 Kgs

Packaging:
Dimensions: L102,5 / W72,5 / H85,5 CM
Total weight incl. product: 37,5 Kgs
Number of parcels: 1
Material: Brown cardboard 88 CM
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